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Edmonton is a great place to visit on work on when you are on vacation. The good news is there are
excellent Edmonton hotels with all the amenities you need, and close to the main attractions in the
area. There is a hotel to suit every kind of budget and even the better ones help you save on your
stay by offering great discount packages and extras on specific bookings. In the downtown area,
there are several good Edmonton hotels that are both affordable and comfortable. These offer quick
access to the shopping centers, restaurants and major sights to see. The lodging options are
diverse, ranging from contemporary to historic hotels and hotel chains. The Edmonton Mall also has
many hotels located around it that offer great rates.

Although some people prefer to stay around the Old Strathcona district, attracted by the charm of
the place, it can be extremely crowded for some. Most travellers opt for Edmonton hotels that are  
close to Edmontonâ€™s major attractions such as Rexall Place, West Edmonton Mall, Northlands and
the Commonwealth Stadium. This is because a majority of visitors come to Edmonton to attend
concerts, take care of business and enjoy some entertainment.

Here are some tips on finding affordable Edmonton hotels:

â€¢	When you travel, timing can determine your hotel pricing a great deal. Unless you need to be in
Edmonton at a specific time, you can ensure you plan in advance and check to see the best time to
visit. Usually, peak season implies high rates and naturally, crowds since everyone is heading over.
The off-season means good deals, maximum comfort and a more relaxed trip.

â€¢	While booking your room, plan on an early start. Make your booking by planning ahead so that
even if you visit during peak time, at least your stay is booked. There are websites that also let you
bid on rooms to get the best price and find online hotel coupons that you can redeem for discounts.
But as mentioned earlier, it all depends on the season.

â€¢	Visit the Edmonton hotelâ€™s website before you book your room, just to ensure that you canâ€™t find a
better rate. The reason is many hotels offer certain discount deals and package pricing only on their
own websites.  Some of these hotels guarantee you the lowest rate and if you find a better rate
elsewhere, they offer to make it even better. Another advantage of booking through the hotelâ€™s
website is saving on booking fees. Also, if you book from websites that allow you to bid for the best
hotel rates, you have no choice but to pay for it in advance, whether you stay there or not.

Whatever your requirement, there is a wide range of Edmonton hotels to make your stay in the city
a pleasant and memorable one.
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Plan a holiday trip with your family & have fun at Edmonton and if you are looking for a comfortable
& affordable a  http://www.coliseuminn.ca/edmonton-eskimos.aspx> hotel in Edmonton with clean
rooms, genuine hospitality and modern amenities. Then contact Coliseum Inn, the right place for
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you & your family.
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